
 

 

 
 

 

No:- SNEA/KLA/CGM/2016-17/91                                  dtd at TVM, the 24-1-2017 

To 
 
Chief General Manager Telecom, 
BSNL, Kerala Circle, 
Thiruvananthapuram. 
 
Respected Sir, 

Sub:- Rule 8 transfer cases to Kerala. 

 It is reported that large number of requests under Rule 8 is pending from various circles to Kerala Circle 

even after giving permission to accommodate the applicants.  In fact BSNL corporate office has taken 

this in to account while fixing the allotment of DR JTO recruitment 2017. In the recently held JTO LICE, 

Kerala circle could fill up only 58 posts due to court cases and nearly 300 JTO posts under LICE is 

pending in the circle   while all other circles were able to fill up all the vacant posts.  At present the 

working strength of JTOs in the Circle is just 25 % of the sanctioned strength. Similar is the case of SDEs 

and DEs.  In spite of this our circle is relieving all inter circle transfer orders without any hesitant and 

without substitute considering the   genuineness of the request of the Officers. In fact the executive 

strength of the circle is   too short of it bare minimum requirement and justifications based on assets, 

revenue, profit etc. In this connection it is requested to take-up with all Circles for releasing the JTOs 

under Rule 8 to Kerala circle as good number of JTOs through LICE have joined in those Circles. 

 Sincerely Yours 

 

T Santhosh Kumar 

Circle Secretary 

SNEA, Kerala Circle 

 

Copy to:-  GS SNEA . 
                 CS TN/ CS KTK/ CS Gujarat/ CS Assam/ CS NE  
      with request to  support these  JTOs as well as Kerala circle which is contributing more     than             
                    10% of BSNL revenue and making profits consistently for the benefits of all circles.  

    Circle President    Circle Secretary            Circle Treasurer 
    George Varghese                   T.Santhosh Kumar,                   G.Premkumar, 

   DE Phones, Tripunithura                           SDE (Mktg), Manacaud,      SDE(Mktg), Vellayambalam, 
  Ernakulam. 944716900 (M)                          Trivandrum. 9446072525 (M)                   Trivandrum. 9447102277 (M) 


